
Telling the Untold Stories  of  Women
“A novelist who’s made a CAREER out of WRITING ABOUT THE ONLY 

WOMAN IN THE ROOM.” —New York Times

 “BENEDICT IS NOT UNLIKE AN ARCHAEOLOGIST digging up clues to 
moments of epiphany.” —Newsweek

“FANS SHOULD BE TANTALIZED by the possibilities of Benedict’s  
as-yet-unexplored heroines.” — Pittsburgh Post-Gazette

MARIE BENEDICT has made a career as a writer of novels 
inspired by women whose achievements have been overlooked or 
underappreciated by history and are highly relevant and critical 
to modern life. But her journey to writing books on this theme—in 
which she gives voice to the voiceless—was circuitous and long, with 
unexpected events and inspirations along the way.

EARLY INFLUENCES

In the 1800s, Marie’s ancestors made the treacherous voyage from an impoverished Ireland to Pittsburgh. 
Like many people at that time, they supported not only their families in this country, but also family back 
home in Ireland—often working in mines and mills and as domestics in the homes of the wealthy. They 
were determined to help their families rise above their uneducated status, and through free access 
to the very first Carnegie Libraries of Pittsburgh and its books, they were able to educate themselves 
and go on to find much success in future generations of doctors, lawyers, teachers, and even (to her 
grandmother’s pride) the occasional nun.

It’s not surprising, given the power of books within her family, that Benedict was a voracious reader from 
a young age. It was her aunt who first exposed her to literature with a focus on the larger mysteries of 
the past and the different perspectives lurking in history.



A NOVELIST’S BEGINNING
One particular book set Benedict on the path she’s on today—Marion Zimmer Bradley’s The Mists of 
Avalon. Its groundbreaking, female-centric telling of the famed Arthurian legends opened her eyes to 
the hidden world of women’s stories, and she became fascinated with unearthing the unknown stories of 
women from the past.

Benedict followed this passion and became a history major in college, with sights on becoming an 
archaeologist or historian. However, she got detoured along the way and instead became a commercial 
litigator in New York City for over a decade, practicing with two of the country’s largest law firms and for 
Fortune 500 companies.

Despite her success, the law never fit. Years passed before she listened to her inner voice to walk down 
the riskier, more authentic path of writing fiction about hidden historical stories.

AN EXCAVATOR OF WOMEN’S STORIES
Over time, Benedict developed antennae for untold stories of women—the sort of stories that she first 
read in that critical book, The Mists of Avalon. 

Ironically, Benedict now views herself as an archaeologist of sorts, excavating unknown women from 
the detritus of the past and bringing them out into the light where we can understand the contributions 
they’ve made to our modern lives and the very modern issues with which they struggled.

Her goals as a writer are to offer a fresh prism with which we can examine our past, present, and future 
and give a voice to the otherwise voicelessness of historical women’s contributions.

An incredible novel of a brilliant woman, Lady Clementine is 
Benedict’s much-anticipated new novel, following her New York 
Times and USA Today bestselling books: The Only Woman in 
the Room, The Other Einstein, and Carnegie’s Maid. Clementine 
Churchill is known as the wife of the famed British prime minister 
Winston Churchill, but her greatest legacy should be her influence 
that helped shape two world wars and her lasting impact on women 
in politics today.

“This outstanding story deserves wide readership. Readers 
who appreciate strong, intelligent female leads or those who just 

want to read a compelling page-turner will enjoy this gem 
of a novel.” —Library Journal STARRED Review

“Benedict delivers a winning fictionalized biography of 
Clementine Churchill.” —Publishers Weekly

“Benedict’s well-researched, illuminating account of a complex, intelligent woman will undoubtedly 
be enjoyed by fans of Melanie Benjamin and Nancy Horan.” —Booklist


